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received special tutoring, and were housed together, achieved above the

predicted grade point average. No significant difference appeared in

the grade point average of the remaining two :Toups which were house

with other freshmen, or on campus randomly.

In a study conducted by Caple, (1969) two groups of second semester

freshmen who received less than a 2.0 average in a 4.0 system were

matched on the composite score of the American College Test, age, and

academic load. One group attended a study session which lasted for two

hours in duration each evening. The program ran four evenings a week

for a period of eight weeks. At the end of the semester, there was no

significant difference in grade point average between the two groups.

This study was repeated in the fall of the next acsidemic year in-

cluding a third group which underwent not only the study sessions, but

also received tutorial help. Tn this study no significant diffeimce

411.
appeared in the grade point average of any of the groups. Caple then

,y

concln;led that organized study sessions have no significant effect upon

1-

the academic achievemeni'.of students.

Fro7 Ed.D., (1971) conducted a study to evalua the effects of

peer tutorin, and individual and group counseling, wi h and without

reinforcement, on the academic achievement of high r k students. He

reported that those students who received tutoring and reinforced indi-

vidual counseling earned higher weekly quiz grades than those students

who did not receive this treatmeht. The students' final grades were,

however, riot significantly affected by these sessions.

a

Some im;titutions have offered study skills seminars or classes

without first conducting action research or pilot studies. This approach

6
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1. Title

The research practicum is entitled "The Effects of A study Skills

Workshop on Second Semester Freshmen on Academic Probation".

2. Statement of the Problem

The problem in this practicum poses the question "Is it'possible to

improve the study skills of second semester Freshmen on Academic Pro-

bation through their attendance at four one-hour study skills seminars?".

3. Hypothesis

The hypothesis states that there will be no significant difference

in the pre-test, itst-test results of second semester Freshmen Students

on Academic Probation relative to improvement in their study skills,

when ?...omyarel to a matched control group.

4. Background and Sic_7nificance of the Study

Colleges and universities across the nation are faced with several

problems 1,,p today's society. One of the most pressing problems is that

-if decreasing enrollment,. This problem has arisen for several reasons.

In tolay's society there is a smaller college-age population to draw

from. More individuals are'quentionin4 the importance of a college

education when they see the large number of college graduates unem-

-1

ployed, or employed in some capacity other than that for which they

have been trained. Many colle:ge graduates are earning less money than

non-college graduates. Berendzen, (1968) relates a study completed by

the Offi'e of Higher Education for New York State. He outlines three

identifyirw factors contributing to this decline in enrollment; (a) the

attitude change in high school graduates concerning the need for a

college education, (b) a great amount of publicity concerning the

limitel oppor,Inities of college graduates, (c) changes in the

4
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military draft Law., The iiroblem of enrollment is faced even more

dramatically by privat6 institutions, where -ublic support is virtually

non-existent, and Costs are constantly rising.

Data collected during a survey by William Jellema, (1971) further

supports the fact that enrollment-has been decreasing in private in-

stitutions. Jellema states that decreasing enrollment affects not only

institutional size but financial stability as well. In order to sur-

vive, they must incorporate in their regular college functions bett

studies and attractive academic programs.

Several institutions, both public and private, have begun to re-

search the problem of attrition. The significance of this study deals

not so much with the overall subject of attritioel It does, however,

suggest that a contributing factor in attrition is the number of students

who leave college because they are not able to achieve the academic

standards of their institutions. Many also leave because they fail to

meet their own goals for achievement. Cope, (1968) rPlating a study

conducted by Walker, attributed one-third of college withdrawals for

academic reasons, and one-third to motivational forces. The remaining

one-third was attributed to financial difficulties.

Elizabeth Shafer Ph.D., (1969) conducted a study at'Madison College

to determine if a residence-hall student tutorial-counseling program,

combinel with a systematic method of room assignment according to

ability, would have an effect on Low ability freshmenkomen. Sh ?fer

uzel three groups of freshmen women. Only members of*the'group which
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received special tutoring, and were housed together, achieved above the

predicted grade point average. No significant difference appeared in

the grade point average of the remaining two groups which were house

with other freshmen, or on campus randomly.

In a study conducted by Caple, (1969) two groups of second semester

freshmen who received less than a 2.0 average in a 4.0 system were

matched on the composite score of the American College Test, age, and

academif2 load. One group attended a study session which lasted for two

hours in duration each evening. The program ran four evenings a week

for a period of eight weeks. At the end of the semester, there was no

significant difference in grade point average between the two groups.

This study was repeated in the fall of the next academic year in-

cluding a third group which underwent not only the study sessions, but

also received tutorial help. In this study no significant difference

4110
appeared in the grade point average of any of the groups. Caple then

concluied that organized study sessions have no significant effect upon

the academic achievement%of students.

FroT Ed.D., (1971) conducted a study to evalua the effects of

peer tutorinb and individual and group counseling, wi h and without

reinforcement, on the academic achievement of high r k students. He

reported that those students who received tutoring and reinforced indi-

vidual counseling earned higher weekly quiz grades than those students

who did not receive this treatment. The students' final grades were,

however, not significantly affected by these sessions.

Some institutions have offered study skills seminars or classes

without first conducting action research or pilot studies. This approach

ti
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was used at the University of Mississippi. Wilson, (L9u8) explains this

study. Two rroups of Liberal Arts students were matched, according to

the Composite Standari score on the American Coll-re Test, matriculation

date, she and sex. One group attended the study skills class, ow
40

group did not. Wilson reported that, there was no significant difference

in academic achievement between either groups. Wo howA46r, aid

aehieve an increase in me'n grade point average.

Sykes, (1971) reported his study as one whereby five groups of )

students weL treated in variois manners to determine possible causes of

atrition. He utilized tutoring, realin instruction, and financial

assistanee to measure their ,frects on attrition and grade point

...:1averages. This study aid no indicate that the grade point average

for students in any of the groups changed significantly. IL was noted

that the reading skills of some of the students did improve, but, there

W13 not, enough evilenee to inli-ite significant differences.

7n con'qusion, it seems essential to recognize that institutions

feel the importance of such investiration as aforementioned. If grade

point avera.e does affect attrition, anl decreasing enrollments seem to

to a trend, for private institutions in particular, it seems significant

that 'fork rollege sholla also undertake a similar study. It is, however,

this authors opinion that administrators must, not only consider the

collars anl cents aspect of attrition. There also exists a moraL respon-,

of the institution to admit only those students who can achieve

acalemi',1 success. If students are not xchieviv academic success, insti-

tutions must investirate the problem.

7
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Table I deals with the calculations performed on the differences

in the pre-test, post-test scores of the control group. It records

the number, sum, sum squared; standard deviation, mean, and variance

0 respectively.

Tkble II deal + with the calculations performed on the differences

in the pre-test, post-test scores of the experimental group. It also

. records the number% sum, sum squared, standard deviation, mean and

. vatiance respectively. . /
.. i-,-/

Table III records the critical, and calculated -t- values respectively.

The null hypothesis c.n be rejected. The differences in the scores

of the pre-test, post -test results of those students undrgoing a study

skills program, when compared the diAerences in the scores of those'

students who did not, were significantly different.

.

11. Conclusions and Significance
0.. -

The data clearly indicates that there is a significant difference

i,n -the pre-test, post-testi results of 'se'cond semester freshman

studeft4on academic peobation relative to improvement in their

4 I

;t40 skills after pr rtic,ipating in'f$upfsne-hour study skills
. -

/

1`"' .-
semi nags.

d.

b.
-..i. ___,* >

,Implications fpr YOr Coli.fige.
c /-

1) The, of this it4dywill lead the college to conduct
,T ,.' ,,,, A

.

n
I .

further Aseard$60411is area.

4.

2) ther. study ,Skills !seminar
t

programs may be established in

rider to serve a dual purpose - to lower the attrition rate

Ly

13
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utilizing lecture/discussion and-techniques of practical.applica-

d
tion focusing on A structured system of study; Survey, Question,

Read, Recite and Review, (S.Q. 3R).

j. SurVeY of Study iabits and Attitudes - Survey developed by Brown

and Holtzman. Copyright 1967 by The Psychological Corporation,

Mew York, New York, for the purpose of measuring study habits and

attitudes.

k. - System of study; survey, question, read, recite and

review.

1. S.A.T. - Scholastic Aptitude Test.

U. Limitations of the Stilly

The following are understood, to be recognized limitations of the

a. The sample was dray from a restricted population - only those

second semester freshmen on academic probation.

b. The study focused on a relatively small sample - 36 students.

cl The effectiveness of the scale used as- ameasure in the study

should most certainly be recognized as a possible limitation.

1. The intervening variables and basic assumptions will also in-

fluence the validity and accuracy of the study.

7. Basic, Assumptions of the Study

a. It is assumed that because the students etlected for the study

are on academic probation that there is a problem with their

study skills.

b. It is assumed that the study skills which was presented (S.Q.3R.)

Socused upon the problem Which these students are encountering.
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q. It is assumed that the students involved in this study attended

all four sessions of the study skills workshop.

d. It is further assumed that the students were sincerely interested

in each of the workshop sessions and that their attitudes reflected

their recognition of the imnortance of the sessions,

e. It is assumed that the presentations which the senior education -

majors made were consistent with the standards of good teaching.

. It is also assumed that the physical facilities where the work-

shop was conducted assisted to provide for maximum learningto

occur. a

1114

g. t is assumedthat: the limitations of this study as*previously

stated did not adversely affect the results.

'h. It is further assumed th.lt, the students accurately reported

their responses on the pre-test, post-test.

i. It is finally assumed that this study was of significant-importance

to warrant the time and effort expended in tarrying it out.

'8. Procedure for Collecting the Data

A., The study utilized two grout of second.semester resident fresh-
-

man students on academic pr

b. The Colleiite records office and housing office provided the names

of the students wild will fit into the above mentioned groups.
V

c. (or tact was made with thh York College of Pennsylvania Education

Department to secure the names of senior education majors who

would be interested in partaking in the study. Four of the

recommended students were selected and mane the study skills

presentations. Each student taught one session each and re-
.

e

10.
110
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ceived a stipend of ten dollars each.

d. The two grfops of frmshman students were matched according

sex, high school class rank, S.A.T. scores, and I.Q.

e. After matchint, they were labeled a contrail group and an experi-

mental group respectively.

f. Letters were sent to each freshman selected for the study.

These letters explained the Study, emphasized its importanye

to them and the college, and invited thereto take part -in the

,P.

, pro ram or parts of,the program (pre -test, post-test for the

matched experimental group) - sample letters included in

appendix.
I.

g. Dormitory supervisors MU floor advisors were utilized for

follow-up to the letters.

h. The pre-test and post-test,for each group was the Survey-of

J,
Study Habits and Attitudes (1967).

i. kfter the results of the pre-test were obtained, the four

one-hour sessions
A
of the workshop.began for the experimental

"roup. After the last session both groups were again assembled

for the post-t..:st evalption.

j. Each of the senior education majors who made presentations

.

r had been assigned material which was to be covered. They al.so

A \ 1
.

submitted lesson plans and lesson objectives fot approval be-.
.

fore each session.

re' .

9. Procedure for Treatment of the Data

"'he Olrvey or Study Habits and Attitudes was hand scored in the

3
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mapper suggpsted in the 1.967 survey manual. The pre-tf:st, and

pest-,test resultsof both troupsare compared in the f011owing

manner.

a. Number = 36

b. Degrees of freedom = 30

c. Nulll hypothesis = Ho : X =

1. Alternate hypothesis = Ha : X1 = 7.2

e., Level of significance = .05
A .

f. Critical -t- value = 1.697 (one,tafled test)
. _ _

Ho will be rejected and Ha accepted if t>. 1.697.

10. Data Resulting From Tho Study

The followfm io the resulting from the otudy.

Control Group

Table

rot =18
fX =

1.11 =n .=

=

q-- =

Table TI

Experimental icam
11/ =

JE y =
=

X =

Critical -t- Value

21
0.53 .
0.94

Q.28

18

1914

2.37
2..10

Table III

12
r

CalculateA -t- Value
2.418

<,

4
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Table I deals with the calculations performed on the differences

in the pre-test, post-test scores of the control group. It records

. the number, sum, sum squared; standard deviation, mean, and variance

e) respectively.

Tible II dea14. with the calculations performed on the differences

id the pre-test, post-test scores of the experimental group. IL also
4

. records the numbero, sum, sum squared, standard deviation, mean and
4

vatiance respectively.

Table III records the critical, and calculated -t- values respectively.

The null hypothesis cp be rejected. The'differences in the scores

Of the pre-test, post -test results of those students ullArgoing a study

4 skills program, when compared oo the dilterences in the scores of those'

students, who did-not, were significantly different.

11. Conclusions and Significance

'The data clearly indicates that there is a significant difference
. .

Ln the pre-test, post-testt,
.

results of 'second semester freshmane

: :13
.

stUdehion academic Teobation relative to improvement in their
bz. , 1

..- .

;,p11y skills after pirtic, ipating in'foupsnIe-hour study skills
VP

seminars. .
/

r 4- 4

i.
b. ,Implications for Y6r CQtI$ge. '

1) The, results of this stidy'will lead the college to conduct

4* further r4seare1 iri.this area.

-4. t

..., 2) 4ther,study#kills.seminar programs may be established is
/ N.-- ' r .

,

...4;014ider to serve a dual purpose - to lower the attrition rate

I

13
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cell, or, in the case of a multiple choice test, by the number of
qu'estions which fall into each cell ,These weights are represented
in Table 4 as the aii's

For 'evaluating 'their own teaching effectiveness, as opposed to
evaluating student achievement, GSI'k are encouraged to use
multiple chcrice tests. In contrast with matching, essay, or true-
false tests, multiple choice tests have the advantages of structur-
ing responses and being' most amenable to diagnosis. To obtain
student feedback on teaching via multiple choice test item re-
sponses, the instructor using iself-made classroom tests can use a
variant of discriminant analysis.'Starfdaidized or cumulative test
score normscan also I;te used to assess teaching, effectiveness

In the case of self-made classroom tests, individual test ques-
tion discriminant' analysis is performed by Computing' a number
which is called the test item, discrimination coefficient, d. This
computation can be done by subtracting, the number of students
who received total test scores in the, lowest third, L, but got the
,item right, rt., from the number of students in the upper third, U,
who also got,this dem right, ru. This difference is then divided ,by
one-half the number qf Students in both groups, 1/2,(L +U), i.e.,

t rurL
d=

. 1/2 (U +L)

Maximum discriminating power would of course occur where
d =1,0 his indicates that the test item perfectly differentiated_

students.in cordance with their overall achievement. A zero in-
dicates no dis imination. Individual test item discrimination co-
efficients are typtcally used to decide which,,questions in a test
are good segregators of students (Isaac and Michael 1971, p.
50). However, they can also provide the instructor with a basis on
which to assess teaching effectiveness 4q terms of content cover-
age and student ability to apply concepts learned. / . 6

After computing a discrimination coefficient for ezch, test
question, the instructor can gain information pn his or heflaach-
ing effectiveness by computing the average-discrimination power
of all questions in a cellthat IS, the average discrimination co:
efficient for, all questions in thalth application h content
category of the Table of Specifi tion. Similarly, the ins
can compute the average discrimin lion coeffitient for all ques-
tions in the content columns of the T ble of Specificationthat is,
the average discrimination- coefficient for all questions in the ith
cbntent category. ' ..,

Although the d SCriMinatiOn power of any given test question
falling into one of hhe Table of Specification cells may be Nor, it

T4

11



among York College students, and to further develop the

skills and attitudes of York College students in a most

positive way.

c. Implications for other institutions.

1) 'Being aware of the limitations of this study, along with

the varying 'results which have been published or reported

from other institutions regarding similar studies, it should

be understood that significant results may occur. It is

the opinion of this author, however, that other variables

not mentioned in this, or other studies may have an effect

on the results. Some of these variables would be the

maturation and motivation, factors effectin, students.

d. Limitations of the study.

1) +he sample was drawn from a restricted population only

those second semester freshman on academic probation.

2) It focused on a relatively small sample - 36 students.

3) The effectiveness of the scale being utilized as the

measure in this study.

4) The intervening variables such as individual values and'

maturation factor along with the basic assumptions may

also effect the validity of the study.

12. Further St udies

After discussion with officials in the student affairs division of

the cohere it is apparent that the'results of this study are signif-,

leant enouh to warrant further research in this area. The first

14
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follow-up to be considered will compare the first and second semesterP

.grade point averages of the students in the,experimental group.

Though the pee -test, post-test score results were significantly Jiff-.

erent for thks.group, application of those skills apparently learned

through the program is equally important to know. The grade point

averaget'would be compared again to those averages of the students

in the control group.

It would be interesting to study students in their second and

third year who have fallen into similar academic situations. They

maybe maintaining a grade point average just high enough to remain

in echool, but far from their possible potential. Is it possible

that definite study habits and attitudes might be so ingrained in

the individual by his second or third year in college that they would

be nearly impossible to change?

There are several other Studies, too numerous to mention,

which would be warranted as either tol/ow up to this study, or

7.=

. .

similar to this study., It is the hope of the student affairs) division

to engdge in several of these research projects in the next three years.

15.
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Dear

YORK COLLEGE OF PENNSYLVANIA
COVNTIM tWS ItdADJ01111. 1111011111,VAIR.0 11411S

(Experimental, Group)

February

.

The-Student Affairs division of York College is presently undertaking
a pilot study to determine the effects of' study skills seminars on
freshman resident students. You have been selected to participate in
thi important research study. It will assist you to evaluate your
own study skills as well as present some new ideas for your consider-

. atOn. The results of this study will be not only of importance to
you but also to our college.

Four short study skills seminars will be held on-Tuesdhy and Thursday 'w
afternoons during the weeks of February 24 and March 3. The pre- or

evaluation will be held on Thursday, February 20, 1975. The post...
evaluation will be held on Tuesday, March 11, 1975. All sessions
be held in the conference room of the Administration Building at

.

Lao P.M. If you will not be able to attend, please notify my office -

at the earliest possible convenience.

Thank you for your time and effort in this endeavor.

Sincerely,

John' J. Fierog'
Director of Financial Aid
Student Affairs Office

18
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YORK COLLEGE OF PENNSYLVANIA
COVWfielt tits 0AD. TOIL Mt4PHIftVAA: A *US

(Control Group)

February

Dear

You are being asked to participate in two study skills surveys.
These surveys will be held at 4:00 P.M. in the conference room of
the Administration Bullding on Thursday, February 20, 1975 and
Tuesday, March 11, 1975. They will take only a short time to
complete and the results will be of great assistance to yOur
fellow students as well as the Student Affairs Division of the
college.

Thank you for'your time and effort in this endeavor.

an

Sincerely,

John J. Pierog
` Director of FinancialAid

Student Affairs Office

I



equipment it simple to ope ate and easy to set up and take down.
After an hour of instruction nd a few supervised.tapinn any re-
sponsible university student is capable of,taping an instructor in
the classroom To get consis nt resultS from the taping, however.
t 1g neSt sufficient that the t er knot only how to operate the
quipment She or he must al follow a taping procedure check-
t. A checklist of things to do while taping typically includes the

f !lowing.

(1) Set up equipment befoire class starts, i t
.., ,

(2) Make sure equ,iprr*Qt is o erating properly,
(3) Videotape everything writ -n on the chalk board or ever-

(4) Try to pick up anyt i

head projector_ n closeop;
uat in the classroom,

(5) Get the students on camera h'etrthey speak, and
(6) Follow the instructor at all o er times. N.,

At Minnesota an undergraduate
a junior faculty member does the
issue of whether the reviewer/Critiqu
an open one. A reviewr1/critictuer wh
the class first hand 04 the other han
times better if the taper is solely c
outlined procedure

es all the actual taping white
viewing and critiquing. The
r should also do the taping is
tapes the class will observe
, the taping quality is some-
ncerned with following the

The basic problem involved in arr ging for classroom taping
is one of coordination. Tie GSI must e notified in advance in
order to be able to explain to the class hat will transpire on the
day of taping. If the students are not i fdrmed in advance, staff
experience has shown that the presence f the camera and equip-

.,
ment will disturb them This is true even ough the video equip-
ment is quiet and requires no extra lig itirtg

Picking time to tape the class is not always easy. The chosen 17,
time must be. satisfactory to both the Person doingsthe taping and
the instructor. ThO, reviewer/critiquer should have some time avail-
able shortly thereafter, it is usually be t to review and critique as
Soon after the taping as possible It is a so necessary to makeoure
that the class activity jis approPriat ,e g , an exam time is not
appropriate. Finally, before taping be ins the instructor should
have filled outIthe Daily 'Teaching Chec list shown in Table 6. This
fOt,rm simply requires the bSi to state. n an objective-setting ap-
proach, what will be taught and how itiyillbe taught on the day of
taping As will 15e, shown. this form proPides valuable information
for the reviewer/critiquer.as well as for the instructor being taped.

It is worth noting that the reviewe /critiquer can reduce co-
ordination problenis by,attending the eekly seminars. Since all
GI's are required )o participate in he seminars, videotaping
schedules can be arranged prior to or just after the seminar

k sessions
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Reviewing classroom perfornfance

Reviewing consists of three separate procedures. coding, fill-
ing out the Summary Checklist, and preparing the Critique

Coding The coding process 'requires the specially developed
Videotape,Review *adding form shown in Table 7 and a device
which Will deliver beeps at 20- thcond intervals. On hearing the
beep, the reviewer/critiquer records on the coding form whiliaLs
going on at that moment in 'the classroom. After doing this fo e
entire tape, one has a time series index of what methods were
used, what type of learning was taking place, and what verbal and
non-verbal expressions the instructor projected. This info 'rmation'
serves re.-
viewer /critiquer

,two purposes First, it is valuable infbrmation for the re
viewer/critiquer to have for` subsequent disc9sion. Second, it
brovides the instruelor with a measure of whet he or she did In
the class'room to compare with what he or she planned, as ret
corded on the D&Iy Teaching Checklist which the instructor filled
out before the taping For example, an instructor who planned to
lecture 25 percent of the'time might not realize he of she actually
lectured 75 percent of the time, until convinced by the coding
data.

The reviewer's coding four& c rrently used at Minnesota is an
observation instrument specially adapted for this project. It is used'
by the reviewer/critiquer to,,get a judgmental measure of (a) the
method employed by the instructor (discussion, questions /prob-
lems', lecture, other), (b) the learning ot:51Nectives (complex applica-
tion, simple application, exposition on theory, theoretical con-.
cepis, knowledge of facts), and (c) and (d) the verbal and non
verbal expressions (supportive, receptive, neutral, unreceptive, or
disapprovt g). ,

The f (lowing operational definitions are used in Coding.
cp) Method/ Discussion If during the interval of observation the
/ critiquer observes the teacher primarily listening to a

student-initiated point or question and briefly respond-;
ing to it, it is'recorded as discussion (4).
Questions1ProblemsIf during the interval of observe-

----tron the critiquer observes the teacher primarily asking
questions to which he or she expects an immediate stu-
dent response, it is recorded as questioning (3).
LectureIf during the interval of observation the'criti-,
quer observes the teache'r primarily "talking at" the stu-
dent, et is recorded as lecturing (2).
Other,--If 'during the observation period the eltiquer
observes the teacher doing such things as reading di-
rectly out of the text or watching a film with the class,
the critiquer records "other" (1).
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b) Learning Objectives *

COmplex applicationThe discussion, lqcture, or ques --
tioning observed pertains to' utilizing more than one
economics principle or concept in analyzing a real

- ... world problem (5).
Simple applicationThe discussion, lecture, or ques-
tioning observed pertains to using a' single economics
principle or concept in analyzing real world or hypo-
thetical problems (4).
Exposition on theoryThe discussion, lecture, or ques-
tioning observed pertains to proofs, intuitive explana-
tions, or analysis, of economic theory (3).
Theoretical conceptsThe discussion, lecture, or clues-

., boning observed pertains to introducing and defining
economic concepts such as corrOarative ad 'antage,
opportunity cost, or law of demand (2).
Knowledge of factsThe discussiort, lectur or que
honing observed only pertains to institutio al descri -
lions, dates, names, and the like (1).

c) Verbal Expressions
SupportivelReceptiveIf in the proces of lecturing,'
discussing, or questioning the instructor eeps students
on task or reinforces student activity b positive verbal
comments or by changing tone of voi e, speed of talk-
ing, or diction, the instructor is rec de'd as being re- -
ceptive. For .example, while lectu ing the instructor
slows down to givd students ample' opportunity to take
specific notes, while questioning students the instruc-

... tor, through probing techniques, leads the students to
the correct answer and then congratulates them for

. critical thinking. Receptive (5) or highly receptive (4) is

used to indicate the degree of support expressed.
NeutralThe snstructor is not observed to' be changing

i ,speech" patterns-or verbal comments'omments In any way which
would telbd either to _support studeratt activity or to belit-
tle students (3).
Unret-eptive/DisapprovingIf in the process .of lectur-
ing, discussing, or questionmOhe instructor makes
verbal comments which tend to b4little students or show
disapproval for students' comments, the instructor is re.
corded as unreceptive (2) r highly unreceptive (1).

4 d) Non-Verbal Expression
SupportivelReceptivelf in the process of lecturing,
discussing, or questioning the instructor attempts to'
keep students on task or to reinforce student behavior
and comments by using changes in physical position or
facial expressions, then her she is recorded as being
receptive. For example, while lecturing about a Owl)
on the chalk board the instructor walks toward the

. I

,
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board and points to the appropriate points on the
graph, while students are discussm a given problem
the.ingtructor nods and smilestin agr ement, while ask-
ing a question the instructor takes a step toward the
studenrOnce again highly receptive (5) and receptive
(4) are used to indicate degree of supportive instructor
action
Neutral The instructor'does no, monstrate any phy-
sical movement or facial expreSsibri which would tend

V to lie suppOrtive or discouraging to students (3).
UnreceptivelDisapprovtrigIf in the process of lectur-
ing, discussing, or questioning the instructor uses ply),
steal gestured, movements or facial expressions thich
tend 'to demonstrate lac of concern for stu nts, or
disapproval of a stude Vs comment, they structor is
recorded as unrecepti e (2) or highly unreceptive (1).

The coding form is segmen d verteally byd-second time in-
terVals sequentially labeled 0 1, 002, on, anti so on, to 138. Upon
receiving a 20-second beep the reviewer records what.the GSI is
teaching For instance, on ire 34th beep/11 mm. 20 sec. after the
start of class Or the vide ape) assum the reviewer observes the
GSt initiating questions awl on a al world problem which in-
volves using one econ mic principle to obtain a- solution. In pos-
ing the question the I implies/that even the "dumbest' student
in class should know the ansvOr. Assume also that the reviewer
observes the .GSI t n and faee kway from the student in .posind
the question Using the operational definitions given above, the
reviewer would re ord such an 411sery a t ion as follows.

N.,

Expressions
Objective Verbal Nonverbal

4 1 .1- .-

-t
, 'file 3 under Method indicates that the instructor initiated the
-question or problem The 4 for Objective Indicates that the in-/ structor is looking for a simple application, of theory. Under the
heading Expressions the t 1 s reflect the 'fact that the instructor '

. gave both nonverbal and rbal signs)trf strong disapproval and
unreceptiveness to the' rude ts.e

'A videotape demonstrating th se alternative teaching methods, ob-
jectiVes, and expressions has been eveloped by members of the project
and the Center staff (Salem' and Becl$ 1974).

4

I
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Summary Checklist for Videotape Reviewing 1

I Summary of Videotape Review Coding Data

Table 8

Score Method

5

LearningObiux,tive Verbal Expression Nonverbal Expression

2

22

41.A

3

I

II Exposition Skills and Physical Characteristics

1 Eye Contact

2. Mannerisms

3 Voice (pitch, rate. volume, articulation)

4 Delivery inreral

5 Use of blackbol (neatness use use of spaced

III Stu nt-Instrucior Inter tion

1 Question techni es (open, closed, directed, reversed, re-
/ layed, rhetoric thought-provoking, pause for answers,

clear, preconceived)

_2 Attitude piOjected (positive. negative or indifferen

3 potivation of the students



After reviewing the entire tape, the reviewer simply calculates
the percentage of time the GSI spent in using different methods,,
objectives, and expressions

SummaryiChecklist. Filling out the Summary Checklist for
videotape reviewing is a less formal and more subjective proced-
bre than coding. 4s shown in Table 8, the Summary Checklist, is
divided into four categoriesre., summary of videotape review
coding data, exposition skills and physical characteristics' stu-
dent- instructor interaction, and organization and obleCqves. As
one goes down the checklist the categories becorrie increasingly
more subtle and difficult to correct. If it is ab instructor's first tap-
ineepisode, the retiewericritiquer and theDinstructor should prob-
ably concentrate on Category 17 the"third taping, they will have
dealt with Category II and III pro ms and they can concentrate,
on Category IV TRe Summary ,Ch Kist actually has two pur-
poses first, it provides important data r preparing tht critique,
andr,second, a copy of the checklisrcan be given to the instructor
for reference after the critiquing session, .

Preparing the critique. To prepare the crifiqutng session the
reviewer /critiquer must first schedule a time When the GSI is Iree,
for at least two hours. Then all the'dater must be collectO and
synthesizedi e , coding forms, Summary Checklist, GSI's Daily
jeachtng Checklist, student evaluations (if available), any data
from previous tapings, and the tape ,iitself./Using all this informa-
tion the reviewer/critiquer ,must set objectives for the critique.
These ohjectives will depend on the instructor and how !many
times that instructor has been taped. A list should be made ibi all
the points to be made as well 4s when to stop the tape. At this
pbint the'critiquer is prepared. .

5

IV OrganizatiOrian

Table (cont'd)

jectives

Ge al structure of class
(Introduction. proyNcle refereqclor starting j9omts,
Sub-parts summarized pnd referred to outline; 4C
Ending summarized and projected 10 the next session)

dig

2 Did the instructor meet the objectives he or she set?

3 Are the objectives of the class ssion consistent with the
course goals?

6 '26
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Ftandling the critique

HA a critique is actually conducted depends -on the reviewer/
tritiqiier and the instructor. It is a very subjective process and
forrhula exists for a successful critique. Following is a list, of sug-
geSted principles which have proven helpful 'at-Minnesota

The reviewer/critiquer shouldtry to establish a friendly, re-
faxed atmosphere. ...

The reviewer/critiquer should be non-judgmental. The pur-
e? pose is toimprove instructors, notjudge them.

The reviewer/critiquer's role is to Make suggestions to the
instructor,' which may be adopted or disregarded,

The feviewer/oriliquer sho\uld noOry to change an instruc-
tor's style but instead work on improitillg that instructor's tech-
niques and skills.,

The reviewer/tritiquer Should follow good communication
pri ctples during the critique.It is quite unconvincing to ex-
plain to an instructor that eye contact is, important while you
stare at the Ceiling.

The reviewer/critiquer shtuld take personalities intd account.
Some people are more defensive than others, and the criti-

..
441 quer must be ready td'adjust remarks 'accordinbly.

' The reviewer/critiquer should provide the instructor with
motivation. ti

The instructor mould be encouraged to try to see himself or
herself as the students do. Many valuable insights are`obtained-

. this way. ibb

The reviewer/tritiquer should Make clear from the beginnihg
. what is expected from the instructor:J:00re the,first critiquing

. the instructor must besibtified that The Daily Checkfist must be.
24' completki prior to the videotaping.

fk The reiieker/critiquer should make sure that there is an
agreement as to what the GSI,will work on and make a note of

thrt for the next taping session.
The reviewer/critiqUei should not try to do loo much in one

session, a critique of a one-hour class should.be kept to about
two or two-and-one-half hours.

. Experlene at Minnesota has indicated that at least three full
,.videotaping epitodes are necessary for most of the inexperi-

enced GSI's m the, program.

The reviewer/critiquer should attend, the' GSI seminars.
Teaching skills learned in the seminars Can be discussed and
reinforced during the critique.

The videotaping and feedback protess should be compfetely
confidential. The instructor should have complete control over
who sees his or her taped

Z'7
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iLaluating the
Effectiveness
of the GSI
Training Program

This section reports on the results of an evaluatign of the ef-
fectivene,9t of the GSI twining program at the University of Min-
nesota.'

ThroUghout the first' year in thelevelopiWt of the GSI train-
irig program, 1970-71, both participation and feedback from, the
GSI's had been excellent. However, a basic question remained.
Were we having any measurable impact on student and instructor
performance in the actual classroom? To resolve this quetion, the
following study was conducted.

Experimental Design

During the 1971 fall qtiarter, aw students enrolled in Economics
1-001 (Principles of EconomicsMacroeconomics) were selected
as a 'control population. Students in the course Met once a week
for a mass lecture, and were divided into fotirteen sections yvhich
met as sections three times each week. Average section sizewas
25. Audent enrollment, in each section was essentially a self- 25

toflbred at various times between 8.00 a.m. and 4.00 p.m., Mont:lay
selection plot on afirst-come, firstserxed basis j av -tions Were

through Friday, with n9 instructors identified in class Iiitings The
mass lectuie waS handled by senior faculty in the departthent
while the fourteen. sections were conducted by seV'en graduate
student instructors, each teaching Iwo sections.

'During the fall quarter, the seven GSI's of Econo'mics 1-001
were precluded from participating in or having knowledge about
the videotaping, seminars, or any other facet of the training ays-

, tem described in this ponograph. Similarly, these seven instruo%

,

'The evaluation design and results of the study reported in this secliA "
have been adapted from an earlier.ParLicle published by D R Lewis and
C. C. Orvis (1973).

28
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s

tors and their students ware unaware of both the expe,rimen al
design and the hypotheses being tested However all of the Ec
nomics 1-001 students in the fall term responded to survey qu
tionnaires dealing with student characteristics and were pre- 4nd
post-tested on the Test of Understanding in College Economics
(Part I, Forms A and 8)10 Post-course student evaluations of each
instructor s perfarmanCe were also collected on the Purdue Rating
Scale fdfCollege Instructrs

In order to control for - he experimental, training of instructors.
the same severs 351 s were used as the experimental group during
thwjnter quarter when Economics 1-001 was again offered. The
expeiimental group of 438 winter quarter students was again di-
vided into fourteen sections with an average section size of 31 As
with the control students. all the Winter quarter experimental stu-
dents `responded to the survey tluestionnaire. the Purdue Rating
Scale and the TUCE Subsequent tests on selected-student char-
acteristics and Pre-TUCE scores revealed no significant differ:
ences between the control- and expeionental groups (see T.able 9
and the study results below) All sections and instructors in both
the fall and winter quarters used the same instructional materials
and departmental course syllabus. and, the same senior faculty
gave the mass lectures

The experiment was designed such that the seven instructors
were randomly selected from a total of 22 GSI's in the fall of 1971.
The seven instructors were then given only a syllabus and section
assignments and were not provided with any other assistance or
training, Howeve , uring the winter quarter these same seven
GSI s were systematic exposed to the GSI training system de-
scribed in this monograph "

26 .0The Tpst of Un rstanding 'in College Economics (TUCE) is a na-
tionally norhied and validated test designed to measure student, perform-
ance in the introductory economics course Based on recommendations of
the American Economic Association s Committee on Economic Education,

.)t was puPliatifidby peePsyspological Corpqration (1,1)68)
. ,. t.

61
"Although mostoLthe GSI s in this experimental study had _teaching

sexPepence prior to their participation in the prOject. a weakness insthe
.dWign of the study is the possibility that any superior performante in the

.winter quarter may be attributed to their .maturation and/or additional
experience However, similar data on student and GSI performance from
an earlier study with the introductory Course at the University of Minnesota
indicated that the additional experience of only one term is not significant
(Lewis and Dahl 1972) In fact, the obverse was true in the current study.
The GSI who had the most previous teaching experience was the GS1..in
the fall term with the lowest student and instructor performance and sub-

', sequently \showed the most improvement as a result, of the training system.
Gitgtht. othar hand, the two GSI swith the least teaching experience were
amon§k. the top three in stud nt and instructor performance durtng the
fall term. ,`

2.9



Description of Experimental Results
.. ....,

As Table 9 indicates, the winter quarter experirriental group of
students did not differ significantly from the fall quarter control
group in any of five matching vanablesie . Sex, Age. Currfulative
Grade Point Average. ACT Score, and Pre-TUCE--at the two-tailed
05 criterion leve\I empko)fed in the study Consequently, with the

sameame instructors teiching in both ttte fall and winter quarters, the
groups were consid?red adequately matched for purposes of the
evaluation study

The Pre-TUCE data inTable 9 also indicate that ttie Minnesota
&cores for both the experimental and control groups approximate
the national norm of 13 24 at the Outset of each quarter term.
Post-TUCE scores for the fall qualer control group also appr9ort-
mate the national norm of 19.08. rurther indicating normality for
the control sections (Psychological Corporation 1968). . ^

;

Impact of the Trainin ystem
on Student

. - - .
.

As Table 9 indicates, the winter quarter experimental students
dearly outperformed the control studehts in economic under-
standing Not only were the differ&nces between group Eost-TUCE
scores' significant. but the Changen-TUCE scores (Post-TUCE
minus Pre-TUCE) also indtcatedsignificant differekes The ex-
peponental group exhibited a 54 percent gain over their PrgTUCE
score while the control drQup.experienced only a 43 percent gain
in output added 12 The gain§ for the control group are comparable
to the, national norming data fox the TUCE wherein students from
four-year colleges showed average gains,of 40.3 perceiit. The ex-
perimental grotto's performance was clearly superior....

.
Although the si4nificance of the trathing system.ssimpact pn

student learning is clearly evidett from-01e above data and dis-

., , ,,. - cUssion, a nioe controlled analysis of the data was peiformed.by
4, .. ...

4 . , stil. ....

.
-

---- - - .

'ZAny discussion of output added on the TUCE-Ttrast e qualified wi
the recognition that the ou,tput added function is clearly non- i.. ther
are easy questions. questions of medium difficulty. and some which are
very difficult. In fact, the test was designed thisway in terms of cognitive
composition It is therefore somewhat inappropriate (64 compare incre-
ments on this test, as constructed For exainple, at the extreme a student
moving his or her total score 'from 3 to 6 on the TUCE has picked up
much less economics than p student moving from 28 to 31 Only on a
truly Near test can these types of comparisons be safely made

..../ 30t ,

^..

,..

. ...,.
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Table 9

--Desorip1ion0t Student Char istics;
Performances, and uations:

Fall and Wi uarters
A

arter Winter Qtr.
=323 - N=438 9

. Variables 4,4 Sections 14 Sections

,
Sex (0, 1)--

Nale= 1

Age (1 8).

Grade Point erage
(0.4)

MeansA Mans $.0.
71 45 I 46

20 49 3 09 z,2.040 2,74

2 73 51

.
ACT Score (0-36) N24.88 -3 18

N ,

Pre-TUCE (0-33) 13 .
F5ostt-,TUC,E (0.3\'3)

Change-in-TUCE

19 45\ 4 70

2 77 48

30

3 63 1.50

13.04 96 1.71

20 11 4.53 1 9\7!,

5.94 4 52 \\ 7.07 4 67 3.36'

Aver e Invuctor Rating A 11 84
(1 ). 1= Very Low

Ratinati7cale Sub-parts
1) Personal Evaluation

(1.6), 1= Very Lo
4 41

2) .9bjectlity Evaluation 4 32
/1-,6). 1 = Very Low

4 ,. '94t.r.N..464.5X poN t to q k4,1 a t 1 gilL 3-82 1 10 ', 4 32 99
.

,.. \
6.45"

. . . ..... -...,,,,,

-
"N.

11\461 `1.13,

'98 L.-4 76

91 \-4.70

5

86 N 5.82f '

.4) Testing Evaluation 3 89 95 's4 10 .92 3,85'
(16),1 = Very Low

5) Knowledge Evaluation 4 26 93
(1.6), 1 = Very Low

Significant at the 05 level
Significant at the 01 leVel

81 4.02'

.31



fitting the student descriptors, evaluations, and rest results to a
thdltiple linear regression model.

When this was done, the significance of the earlier t-statistics
was confirmed.'? Whale controlling for prior knowledge in eco-
nomics, mental ability and achievement, maturation, sex, and stu-
dent evaluations of the instrifctor, the type orclass with experi-
mental involvement in the project did have a significant associa-
tion with the students' Post -TUCE scores.14 The model predicts that
a student attending a class which was involved With the GSI train -
mg system would, on the average, score almost three-quarters of
One point 1,71) more than- non-participants on their Post-TUCE
scores.

The regression model also indicates that the six other variables
sidniiicantly associate with student achievement in economic un-
derstanding. Pridr knowledge jrc economics, mental ability and
achievement, maturation, sex, and student evaluations of the in-
structor were all found to be significant. These findings are all
(conkstent with the results of other research in this field (Bach and
'atinders 1965, Bellico 1970, Capozza 1973, Gary 1970, 14372; Lee,
Ke = and Weisbrod 1970, Lewis and Dahl 19'2, Lewis and Orvis
1971, Pa -n andMoyer 1969, 1972, Saunders 1970, 1971, 1972;
Sloane 1972; eidenaar 1972; Welsh 1872).

Impact of the Training tem
-on Instructor Performances

. The data in Table 9 and Table 10 also confirm that the GSI i
trawling. system had measurable and significant influences on the
instructors actual performances as measured by studer1t evalua-
tions. Not only was there a significant difference between guar-

in the total Rating Scale foroll of the instructors, but each of 29
the s -parts to the Rating Scale was'also significantly different -N -\,.........,..
between the experimental and control groups. In. turn, these'
changes in GSI performance associated significantly with student
learning, as confirmed in the regression model by the association
of the instructor evaluation variable with Post-TUCE scores

It is imporrint to note that throughout the experimental quar-
ter s leotaping,review sessions the instructors were presented

,... ,

. ,
. V .;-i ill:

V
'3Regression coefficiebts and tests of significanpe can be found in 10'

Lewis and Orvis, op cit , -, ,

k, a.

"All variables in ihik model were ,fou'ild to have\mter-correffitions of
. 21 pr legs in jtle correlation matrli except ACT and Pre-TUC,g. They hats

a correlation of .31, a degiee of inter-correlation-0ot detrimental ,to ttiii
model s'hnalysis since they were both 'significantly correiat9d with Post-
yucc. .

. 7.-
1
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with the Rating Scale (student, evaluation) results from their pre-
vious course\ Suggestions and strategies for improvement were
then developed with each instructor for each low-rated item. The
instrumenand these procedures were apparently effective.

Incfividual instructor ratings Ofi the Rating Scale and its sub-
parts are summarized in Table 10 for each of the two quarters.
With one major exception (Instructor IV), all of the GSI's increased
their scores for almost all of the Rating Scale sub-parts. It is im-
portant to note that the only instructor wh,ose ratings dropped (In-
structor IV) developed mononucleosis during the experimental
quarter and was the least active and enthusiastic participant in the
training system. This illness, and behavior undoubtedly carried
over into his teaching performance. In testing, for example, .he
simply pulled old exams from his files. It is also interesting to note
that Instructor V was an office mate with Instructor IV and used

'the same tests as did Instructor IV. Consequently, bo(h instructors
went down in their student ratings dealing with "tests and grades."
Both the students and the,Rating Scale instrument are apparently
sensitive to such behavior and circumstances.

The student evaluations, as revealed by the Rating Scale, were
also substantiated in early videotape reviews during the experi-
mental quarter. Both the reviewer's observations and the actual
videotape coding prdtedure revealed the same strengths' and
weaknesses as the student evaluations of GS! performances. High
instructor ratings on "Personal Characteristics" and "Exposition"
skills were supported by high coding frequencies on "Suppor-
tive and "Receptive" categories of verbal and nonverbal expres-
sions, high instructor ratings on "Subject Matter KnOwledge" were
supported by high coding frdquenciiis on teaching methods other
than "Lectwe" and on higher level learning objectives such as
'Complex Applications.: The consistencies between these two

iristruments, along with t e actual videotaped observations were
pesuasive evidence in g tting the GSI's to change their teaching
behavior.

In summary, this stud has confirmed that a systematic teacher
training grogram involv Graduate Student Instructors of intro-

... ..ductorpedono i jlri` integrated sere s of instructuanarsem ,..
te;;Ars, student evaluati as, and videotaped o servatiolis can have

a significant and theaetirableTinpact on bottAttident4nd instruc-'
for performance in the:actual classroom, S ifically, it watlound
that as a result of the /training system, (a) tudent performance, as
measured,by the TUCE, and (b) instruct° .ratings, as measured by

. the Purdue Rating Scale for Crflilege. Instructors, both increased
significanfly. It was also found that instructor ratings, as measured,

l
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by student evalbations on the Rating Scale, associate highly with
student performances on the TUCE.

The experimental efforts and the results of this study confirm
tIlif other institutions and decfertments similar to the Department
of geohomics at the University of Minnesota can and should
undertake greater rgsponsibilitiel for providing their graduate stu-

dent,instructors with teacher training.

is
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/4. SuggestiOns
for Implemeting
the GSI Program

. In this final,section of the monograph, a number of additional
suggestions are offered to any faCulty. (or student) group inter-
ested in- beginning such a GSI teacher tratn.ing program in their
own department or school. A number of rec-arnm.,endations are
made which are general ln nature and not related tO14 teaching
role which might be assigned to a GSI. However. sUggestion§ are
also offered as to how the training program could be adapted to
department which employs GSI's as section (discussion) leaders
rather than as instructors responsible for a course.

Suggestions in General .'

Independent of the exact nature of any GSI's teaching role,
there is at least one sine qua non for the successful implementa-
tion of a teacher training program. It is essential that the sponssa-
ing department commit itself to the program's success.

Those attempting to introduce a GSI program should recognize
that the sponsoring department will likely be motivated by two
considerations. First, the department should consider the imple- 33

mentation of any such training rogram afurther commitment to
quality undergraduate instruction. Second, the department' should
consider the program a part of the graduate students' profes6ional
training.

- During the formative stages of the probram, the departmt
chairman and those faCulty members directly responsible for cur-
riculum review. the graduate student program, and undergraduate
instruction should review the program s design and offer criticism
and ssupeslions As the program, is implemerded, these depart- .
ment members should Join the progra% staff and GSI traihees for
at least one session to voice their supilrert and expectations, and
the department s.purpose ip supporting tre program. Finally, when
the training,pr,ogram has matured (peihaps after one or more
,years) the departnlent should declare that partiCipation in the GSI
)raining prom is a condition for employment as a graduate stu;

(dent instru tor ,

36



A second crucial element for successful implementation of the
program is development of motivation and an appropriately posi-
tive attitude toward the training program on the part of the GSts;
As a first step in de;oelopinthis attitude the program director
should choose the seminar coordinator and reviewer/critiquer from
among the graduate students respected by their peers as excellent
teachers and economists Although most GSI's are_.dighly moti-
vated to participate actively in the training program by their own
desire to become good teachers. we suggest that the program
director seek additional departmental support designed-to appeal
to the GS,I s developing sense of professionalism. At the University
of Minnesota. we have received departmental approval for the GSI
training program to be considered as an economics /graduate level
course which can be formally recorded onthe GSI% transcript. In
addition, the department has* supported efforts to provide GSI's
with their 'best videotapes for their, own professiOnal use (e.g.
as a vivid source of inforriation on teaching performance and ef-
fectiveness which the GSI might decide to offer to a prospective
employer).

Because of the importance of the GSI s attitude to the success,
of the training program, it is recommended that the GSI program
staff be particularly, careful, to set a gobd example of teacting

behavior in the sessions which they conduct. They should attempt
to recognize the needs of the GSI's (e.g., nervousness before a
first day in front of a class or the need t9 understand university or
departmental rules). They should state goals for the program as a
whole and objectives for each session. evaluate the participants-
on the basis of these goals and objectives, and engage in periodic
evaluation of program effectiveness on the basis of these goals
and objectives. They should demonstrate any good teaching tech-,

34 niques they recommend to the GSI s not only when the 'techniques
are topical but alsOrtiroUghtrut-the-program. Staff members should
also commit themselves to keeping to the announced agenda and
schedule in ordp to impress upon the GSI's the importance of the
agenda items. \

Jo

It is his() important to note that the GSI trainin'g program should
not teach 'ar,particular style of instruction. Although we are con-
vinced ,that good instruction proceeds according to the learning
process model described in this paper, we do sot suggest a spe-
cific set* #61Sjeettves, traits. or teehnititres ae,_beirrg'-cbrpelt4.
Rather, we are convinced that each GSI should be encouraged to
.deVelop his or her own strengths and recognize his or her own

I N,weaknesses.

The lowcost of the program described in mono9r is an
additioecat recommendation for its adoption. Most Of e de,velpp-

37
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1

mental costs have already6een assumed in the creation of the in-
-. struments for evaluation and codification and the procedures for

implementation The initial purchase costs for Iheretattvely-main-
tehanc8-free video equipment totals approximately $3,00a At a

> larger university it might well be possible to rent video equiloomqnt
from die university audio visual center or share equipment with
another department - g at the University of Minnesota all of the
necessary videotaping for eight to ten GSI's each year is sched-
uled within one-and-ohe-half quarters. The only other direct de- .

partmental costs are the partrtrme.selartcs for taia4u.nior(91-alu-
ate student) faculty and released time forone senior faculty

Adapting the GSI Training Program
to an Alternative Setting.

z-

Any GSI training program roust. of course, be designed to help
the GSI functftin in the teaching role assigned by the4epartmeht
Because at the University of Minnesota. the GSI's in economics
serve as course- firstructors responsible for planning and
menting_their own courses. the program described in this mono-

, graph has been planned to instruct participants in a road range
of teaching skills. At many universities, however, GSI's !unction as
section leaders, coordinating discussion and problem solving for
a small group of students to whom a senior faculty pegs h lectures
in a large group format. These GSI's will find semin r sessions
devoted to lecture skills, setting course goals. or planning exam-
inations less relevant for their immediate use. In what follows,
suggestions are made as to how one might adapt the GSI program
to 'a department wt ere GSI's serve only as section (discussion)
leaders.

The seminar portion of the program affords a natural oppor-
tunity for the seminar coordinator to bring together, the senior fac-

the GSI
ndeavo
e ob.

I

ulty responsible for lecturing and planning the course an
section leaders. Thus, the seminar coordinator should
to have the senior factiltY person discuss with the GSI's t
fives f r the large lectures and Mr the "section meetings

gaih So e lence §ettalcrobidc
th,eir sections, ca aeater coor ate their section ses
the lecture sessions, and will ha e input into decision-m king for
the course which should motivate their own performance. I should
be obvious that the seminar coordinator will_byuccessful in this
part of the sessions only with the full support of the senior faculty
person(s), especially since the senior faculty qqrson must be able

this-
es for
s with
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I
to state his or her oblective's and be willing to accept some CSI
input

It is strongly recommended (and obvious) that crucial skilld for
the GSI _section leader to develop are the abilities to engage stu-

__zients_m-apply4ng-punc.ples-pre.sented 4n the lecture and to draw
them out with questioning techniques Students seldom participate
(except as active listeners) in a large lecture 'session. Conse-
quently, students will receive supervised practice in applying the
concepts they are learning only via discussion in small groups,
problem sets, and exams. In each of these cases, it will more like-
ly be the psi than the senior facully pereson who interacts with the
students. The seminar coordinator should devote at least 30 per

of tore total seminar time to developing GSI's discussion-
, leading and questioning skills. As discussed earlier in this mono-

,/ graph, microteaching sessions designed to reinforce probing
techniques are particularly valuable teaching devices.

z/

36

In sprte of the tocus on discussion techniques, the seminar
coordinator should alsd demonstrate lecture techniques (particu-
larly blackboard skills).since the 351 shoUld be able to make a
well-organized presentation during a class session devoted to
exam or problem set review, However, if there is a necessary
choice between a session in which someone, lectures on black-
&bard technique and one in which the participants first learn some
technique and then practice they technique in the group session,
the latter-approach is recommended.

the GSI's will be sharing responsibilities for writing exam-
inations, the sem.nar,odordinator should devote at least one ses_-
sion to examination writing and evaluation skills. If possible, the
seminar coordinator shoult1 time the seminar sequ,ence so that
participants can read and comment on one another's exam ques-
tions before they are due to submit exam questions to the senior
faculty person.

Finally, it is as important for the GSf section leader as for the
351 lecturer to, receive feedback on his or her classroom per-/
formance. The reviewer/critiquer should be sure that evaluati rf_
forms permit students to cqrriment on and answer specific es-
bons about their weekly section meetingk The reviewer/c iquer
should tele pams,---however, emphasizerbthe-'de pmerftal
rather than the ludgmentgl luses of evaluation res ts. The re-
viewer/critiquer should also arrange to videotape e 351 duriqg
section meetings. Because the GSI's role as s ion leader) is,dif-
ferent, the reviewer/critiquer will emphasize ifferent things in the
cr4tiqUe, in pdrticular, how the GSI /lead e class HI discussion,
draws them out with questioning ft niques, and in gerleyal;
supervises their participation.

9/ /



Appendix A:*

Seminar
Syllabus
Outline

Fall, 1974

Meeting One

A. Introductioh.

1. Minnesota's participation in the American Economic,
Assoctation-MorniCouncif of Economic Education proj-
ect.

2. MOtivation for the_p_roject and for the participattai of
- teaching associates in our department..

3. How the teacher training program works.
4. Establishing a seminar schedule.

B. Objectives and goals.
1, the conclusion oltoday's meeting, all participants

hould be able to demonstrate in discatsiontheir will-
ingness to participate actively in the progrant.

2. By the conclusion of today's meeting all participants
. should feel less anxiety in anticipating their first day in ,,

- class.

C A .model of educationhow the learning process is ac-
complished.

b Some data and que tions anticipaticAtt firs
4.4..": IfL.. 1. 1-,11e Wld pigs slu'den.t.i.

,

Yourgreeds A'S instr ors. 1

3. .Some University resources and how they/Work.

.E. A consjderation of poteny0 future topi
1. Discussion: "How /should we use IhO seminar time

meet our needs?yr
2. Extrapolation: How can we gaugefthespeeds of our

students?" ,
4,6

to
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V.

Meeting Two

A. Discovering the needs of students. `.."

1 At what level should we teach the principles codrZe?
2 Assumptions lout the backgrounds of students.

B. Setting course goals..
C Using behavioral objectivestIO epoch goals.
D How setting objectives makes testing and evaluation

easier

40
Meeting, Three

A- Further discussion on implementing the objective-setting
approach to class preparation.
1. Integrating the audiovisual program and the seminars.
2. Data collwtion.
Some notes on the importance of teaching skills.

Lectuire

eetin'g Four-
.1

A. Discussion of our objective- setting experiment and the
use of the daily teaching Checklist.

B. Lecturing skills.
1. Discussion of guest lecturer's comments at meeting

three.
2 aC'tw.ing'4and the use of advanced organizers.

in leAuring.C. The use pf.audiovjsuallools
-.._ .---",'
...

Meeting Five. .
A. How to write, give, and interpret effective examinations

p Discussion of questions and problems submittedby par-

,. ticipants. .`. , 't

1, What should an initFutlfikdo when' his class slows him
up with trivial qyestions?, '

.

J

2 How should -we, grade our students? What tare apod
rules.for gIvinb grades? .

- . 3 Does each section instructor have an obligation to
grade alike? .. . ,

VI, Meeting Six .. ,

A Continuation of our idea exchange specific techniques,
. 'problems, situations, and questions relevant to our teach-

ing experience thus.fo,r.
.

2

vb.
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13: What kinds of feedback do we as teachers get from our
students?

1. What kinds of student feedback give us information
useful in making midcourse corrections in our Bourses?

1'2. The use of student evaluations of instructors.

C. "7he art of stimulating student feedback by askirg dues-
tions.

1. What is probing? How cap prgbing shift the emphasis
from instructor talk to student talk?

2. What are the kinds of probes? What is each kind of
probing good for?,.,

3 When shouldan instructor probe students?

ti
VII. Meeting Nven

A. Analyzing the feedback we get from our students.
1. Test results.
2. Videotape.
3. Instructional evaluations.
4. Feedback via class dialogkige.

B. A videotape example of probing.

4

/ rt-i
VIII. Meeting gight , . .

One of the rtbst difficult things about a diselission is starting
it with a common experience or. a controversy. Thus, all
members of the grap:should bring to the seminar orke "dis- .,

cussibtri starter" they have used successfuiiy or think they
might use successfully In addition to beginning di,scussidns,'

r- We will talk about. 4
_

-It.
A., The purpose of cussion 39

.
B, How to get partici ation. *. . .

f .C."ilie instructor's role in discussion.
. ..

0 How to keep drseussidn from degenerating into argu-
ments. e. . ' ,

iaIX. Meeting Nine .

Obtaining participants' feedb ack on the seminar portion of
the Teacher Training Program .and other unresolved issues.

*
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Appendix B:

Categorical
References

4

The following list, while not exhaustive, categorizes referestes
which the authors have found to bie helpful, The most useful have
been starred and italicized.

Topics dIaling with instructional jilanning anddesign (Davies
1973, Gagne and Briggs 1974) and the construction. and use of
instructional objectives (Ausubel 1960, Biehler 1974, Bloom 1968,
Oronludd 1970, Kelley 1973, Krathwoh11964, Mager 1962, Nelson

1970,Phillips 1972, 1974, ThompsOrt 1970, Travers 1973) have an
extensive and cumulative body of literature, in.the field of educa-
tion. And, of course, the "general educatiOn" literature of ht_gher
education is very sugnifictn1 to the goals. and objectives of aiw,
introductory course (Axelrbd-1969, ,Barzun 1970, 1966: '-
Bruner 1963, Dressel 1968, 1969, Freedman 1967, Mayhew 1968;
Postman and ,Weingartnec 1969, Schwab 1969+ Thomas 1960, Wor-
maid 1964). More recently, a groWing body of economic educafion
literature has examined and reported on the goals, objectives and
Outcomes specific to the principles course in economics (Attiyeh
and Lumsden 1972, Bach 1965, 1966, 1967, Bellico 1970, Clayton,
1964, Crowley and.Wiltori 1974, Dawson and Bernstein 1967, Learn-
er 1950, 1965, Ilewis'1970, 1973, Lewis and Dahl 1,972, Moyer and
Paden 1968197Q,Pederr and Moyer 1971, 1972, Saunders 1970,

1971, Saunders and Bach 19707 Siegfried and White 1973). Even
40 the Poles of and effects up6n attitudes 'and Values have been ex-

amined as outcomes of the principles course (Horton 1972, Jacob;
,1958, Karsten,sson and Veader 1974, *Lbker 1972, Mann and Fus-
feld1970: Sloane 1972: Thompson 1973). .

. . r
.

In addition to a number ofexcellent sourcesmQ the higher edu-
coition Iterature deaiMg with general tip's for teacher training (Al-
Iep 1968, Beard 1970, Blidh 1972, Eble 1970. 1§71.1 972, Flournoy
1972, Hansen 1973; Hrghet-1954, Lee 1967, MIT 1974, McKeaohie
1969, Miller.1972, Morris 19.76. \ owles, 1968, Pace 197i, Peterso

1973), other refere ces ace directed to the specific1946. Travers 1973),
skills. 'and ire of lectures (Bead 970: Bligh. 1972; uCkles and'

% McMahon 1971, *McKeachie 190), the, construction and use of
ests and measurements in the classroom (Buckles, and Welsh

1 *Ebel 1962, Fels 1967, 1970, Furst-1964, Gera 19k,,*Gronlund ,.

. 19 Isaac and Michi4"1971.Lewi's ard,Dahl 1971, Matten
...



1972, Psychological Corporation 1968, Rothman and.Scott 1973,
Sanders 1966, Wefsh and Fels 1969.Whitney 1970, Wood 1961),
discussion techniques and interpersonal communication skills

'(Greeriberg 1969, Gregory 1972, Lyon 1971, McKeachie 1969,
Phillips 196 otter 1969), and the evaluation and use of teaching
assistants as disc in leaders and teachers (Chase 1970, Lam,*
phear and McConnell 19 -IS aacl,Orvrs 1973, Nowles 1968,
Oates and Quandt 1970).

A significant number of articles have recently appeared in the
,economic education literature which give systematic review and
evaluatiqn to, a host of other special techniques-t.e., gamesand
simulations, programmed learning, audiovisual, computer assisted
instruction, laboratories, etc -which have been employed in the
principles course (Attiyeh and Lumsden 1965, Ault and Rufman
1974, Bach 196 .9, Booms 1974, Brown and .Finch 1973, Calkins
1970, Danielsen Stduffer 197g, Dawson 1974, Dubbin and
Taveggia 1968, Emery end Enger 1972, 'Gordon 19.69, Fels and
Starleaf 1963, Fusfeld and Jump 1966, Haley.1967, Hansen, Kelley,
and Weisbrod 1970, Havrilesky 1971, Kelley 1968; 197. Kobrilsky
1572, Levin 4967. Lewis'andOrvis 1971. Lloyd 1910, Lumsden 1967,
1970, M rizi 1'972, McConnell 1964, 1968, Meinkoth 1971, MuhlCei-
jee an oughlin 1971, Nelson 1959, Paden 1969 1970, Porreca

'1971; Ramsett, Johnson, and Adarfts 1973, Scrivell 1,965, .Soper
1973, Staff 19/2, Tiemann, Paden, and McIntyre 1966, Villarct:1969,
Widenaar 1972, Welsh 1972, Wentworth-and tewis 1973) '

.r
."'

'` -
r
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